
Reversible Hair Bonnet

• .5m each cotton and satin fabric
• 1/4” (.6cm) elastic (as measurement)
• measuring tape
• sewing notions

What you need:

Instructions:
1. Cut 21x21” (53x53cm) squares of each fabric.

2. Fold the cotton square in half and then in half again
along the length.

3. Measure along each fold line and mark as size 
needed.
Small 7” (18cm)
Medium 8-9” (20-23cm)
Large 10” (25cm)

4. Mark a curved line using measurement as photo below and cut to create circle for each fabric.
5. With right sides together, pin edges and sew using
a 3/8” (1cm) seam allowance leaving a 3” (8cm) 
opening.  Clip fabric curves, turn right side out 
and press seam flat.

6. Stitch a 1” (2.5cm) casing around edge.  Using a measuring tape take a 
head measurement and add 1” (2.5cm).  Cut elastic to this size.

7. Using a safety pin on the elastic end, pull through the casing opening to gather edge.  Join ends and 
sew securely.  Slipstitch or topstitch opening closed.
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You’re Done!



• .25m each cotton fabric
• 1 pkg grip fabric
• medium weight iron-on interfacing
• small piece polyester batting
• sewing notions

What you need:

Instructions:

diy slippers

1. Cut out pattern pieces as instructed on pattern page.

2. Starting with the top pieces, baste batting pieces to the 
wrong side of fabric.  The two remaining fabric pieces will be used for facings.  With right sides together 
pin facing and main piece (with basted batting).  Sew 3/8” (.5cm) along curved (top of foot) edge only.  
Clip curve, turn right side out and press.  Baste unsewn edges together.           

     

3. Iron interfacing to the wrong side of the sole fabric pieces. Baste batting on top of interfacing. 
With right sides together, pin top to sole matching center markings and baste easing in curved edges.
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4. Pin grip fabric and sole right sides together (top will be sandwiched in between) and stitch 3/8” (.5cm) 
leaving a 2” (5cm opening on the inner vertical edge (as pattern marking).  Clip curves, turn right side out and 
press.  Slip stitch opening closed.



diy slippers PATTERN

Cut 2 cotton fabric
Cut 2 interfacing
Cut 2 batting
Cut 2 grip fabric

SOLE
Trace a favourite pair of shoes or flip-flops to create the 
sole shape and add 1/2” (1.25cm) around the edge for 
the seam allowance.

Fold pattern in half lengthwise and widthwise to mark 
centers.

IMPORTANT:
Be sure to have fabric folded right sides together, 
pin pattern pieces and cut to be sure that you don’t 
cut 2 left feet!!! 

TOP
Trace sole including center marks.  Mark and X 
approximately 1/2” (1.25cm) along vertical 
center from the horizontal center and draw a 
curve as shown. 

X

Cut 4 cotton fabric
Cut 2 batting

         top of foot

TOES

HEEL
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